Congratulations to all awardees!

**Stefan Harvey Scholarship**

Cynthia Tovar, Fresno EOC WIC

_This special scholarship honors the distinctive achievements of Stefan Harvey, former Director of the WIC Project at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities in Washington, DC. Ms. Harvey, who is Assistant Director of the California Center for Public Health Advocacy, led national advocacy for the WIC Program during its first 25 years._

**Anne Peterson Memorial Scholarship**

Nayeli Ramirez, American Red Cross WIC

_We dedicate this scholarship to the memory of a beloved WIC state colleague, Anne Peterson, whose unique blend of operational and technical skills combined with her passion for the WIC Program’s mission. Anne really embodied the “heart and soul” of what it means to work in the WIC Program._

**Anne Garrett Memorial Scholarship**

Carla Munoz Rocha, PHFE WIC

_We dedicate this scholarship to the memory of Anne Garrett, RN, IBCLC and Breastfeeding Coordinator for San Mateo County WIC. Anne’s professional dedication embodied the spirit of WIC, providing tireless leadership and mentoring at the local, state and national levels, and helped ensure California WIC would have the highest standards of breastfeeding support and standards of care._

**Dietetic Internship**

Jacqueline Espinosa, United Healthcare Centers WIC
Keni Lopez Sevilla, American Red Cross WIC
Eileen Vargas, PHFE WIC
Caroline Pak, Northeast Valley Health WIC
Gabriella Perlman, Butte County WIC
Ana Ortega, PHFE WIC
Allison File, PHFE WIC
Tania Menachegani Khachatourians, Northeast Valley Health WIC
Robert Davis, American Red Cross WIC
Katherine Rawson, Northeast Valley Health WIC

**Graduate Students**

Edna Victorio Pena, Planned Parenthood of Orange WIC
Emily Martinez, La Clinica de La Raza WIC

**Undergraduate Students**

Shanley Schoenhofer, Humboldt WIC